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hierarchy updates, measure updates, quality updates and
constraints updates. In versioning approach, new version is
created over the previous version and no modification is
applied directly on existing schema. Materialized view
evolution approach focuses on selecting materialized views in
the design process of data warehouses or maintaining a
materialized view in response to data changes or changes in
data sources.

Abstract
Data warehouse quality is needed to be assured in the
presence of evolution events which may be generated as result
of change in schema / software or data warehouse
requirements. One of the factors affecting the data warehouse
quality is view maintenance models quality. In this context
problems such as definition of views, composition of views,
maintenance of views [8, 17, 18] have been researched but
one topic has been conspicuous by its absence. This concerns
the problem of the judicious use of materialized views so as to
achieve the best combination of good query performance and
low view maintenance in terms of cost efficiency. Although
there are some useful guidelines for designing good view
maintenance models, but objective indicators, i.e., metrics are
needed to help designers to develop quality view maintenance
models. In our previous work, we have proposed few quality
metrics for View maintenance models of data warehouse [25].
However, the proposal lacks theoretical and empirical
validation of the metrics. Hence, practical utility of the
metrics could not be established. This paper validates the
metrics both theoretically and empirically. The theoretical
validation is performed using Poels’s distance based
framework [70] while empirical validation is carried out using
controlled experiment to explore the relationship between the
proposed metrics and cost efficiency of View maintenance
models. The results show that all the four metrics NBR,
NVM, NAMV and NFMV have significant impact on the cost
efficiency of View maintenance models.

A materialized view is mainly, a database object that consists
of the results of a query. It can be a local copy of data that is
located remotely, or can be a subset of rows and/or columns
of a table or join result, or a summary based on aggregations
of a table data [64, 65]. User queries use these materialized
views either partially or completely in order to get evaluated.
This is performed through partial or complete rewritings [6] of
the queries over the materialized views. Whenever the
underlying base relation is modified the corresponding
materialized view also evolves in reaction to those changes so
that it can present quality data at the view maintenance level.
During the initial design and evolution of a DW, the DW
designer/administrator is, on many occasions, faced with the
problem of evolving an appropriate set of views to materialize
in the DW. These materialized view evolution issues has been
investigated in several contexts: query optimization [6,8],
warehouse design[15], data placement in a distributed
setting[18], web databases [32], etc. In [67, 68] authors
presented a cost model in which query processing cost and
maintenance cost were utilized for selecting an appropriate set
of views for materialization. Many other diverse solutions to
the materialized view evolution problem have been proposed
and analyzed through surveys [13, 21, 32]. In the last few
years, several approaches have been proposed to design View
Maintenance (VM) models for DWs from the conceptual,
logical and physical perspectives. However, none of these
approaches deals with the quality perspective for VM models
of DW, only in [49] authors have proposed a set of metrics for
the evaluation of the vulnerability warehouse modules to
future changes and for the assessment of the quality of
alternative designs of the warehouse. These proposed metrics
are based on graph-theoretic properties of the warehouse
graph to assess the sensitivity of the graph to a set of possible
events.

1. INTRODUCTION
A Data Warehouse (DW) is a repository of information
collected from multiple, possibly heterogeneous, autonomous,
distributed databases and other sources for the purpose of
complex querying, analysis and decision support. Data at the
DW are selectively collected from the sources, processed in
order to resolve inconsistencies, and integrated in advance (at
design time) before data loading. A DW can be seen as a set
of materialized views defined over the source relations.
Data Warehouse Evolution may be generated as result of
change in schema / software or data warehouse requirements.
Data warehouse evolution may be classified into three
different approaches namely schema evolution, schema
versioning and materialized view evolution [66]. Schema
evolution of data warehousing consists of various levels
updates i.e dimension updates, structural updates, instances
updates, facts updates, attributes updates, cube updates,

Related work for view redefinition [5, 8, 10] and data
warehouse evolution [2, 4, 6, 7] has provided rewriting
techniques and theoretical cost models; yet, a well founded
model that captures all the environment of a warehouse and
objectively assess its vulnerability to changes is still missing.
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Following this consideration, we have defined a set of metrics
for the View maintenance (VM) models of Data Warehouse
[25]. We have considered Number of Base relations (NBR),
Number of Views materialized (NVM), Number of Attributes
in materialized views (NAMV), Number of Foreign Keys in
materialized views (NFMV) as discussed in Section 3. The
proposed metrics have been defined for measuring the cost
efficiency of data warehouse VM models. However, the
proposal of metrics in our previous work is not supported by
any theoretical or empirical validation. The metrics need to be
validated in order to obtain acceptance in academic and
industrial world. In this paper, we have theoretically as well
as empirically validated these set of metrics. The theoretical
validation is performed using the Poels’s distance based
framework [70] framework, and the empirically validation is
performed using statistical techniques employing MVPP
approach (Multiple View Processing Plan – A Cost Based
approach) [11].

example, to assess the quality of view maintenance models
and for selecting among various alternative models that are
semantically equivalent.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
summarises the relevant related work. Section 3 presents
definition of proposed metrics. Section 4 summarizes the
theoretical validation of the proposed metrics. Section 5 and 6
deals with the empirical validation of the proposed metrics
and threats. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions and sketches
the immediate future works arising from the conclusions
reached in this work.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we organize the related work regarding view
maintenance models[16], quality aspects[4,11,19] and
metrics[21] specially proposed for data warehouses evolution.
Solodovnikova et.al [16] proposed evolution-oriented usercentric data warehouse design, which allows to manage data
warehouse evolution process automatically or semiautomatically, and also provides users with the
understandable, easy and transparent data analysis
possibilities; supporting versions of data warehouse schemata
and data semantics.

The theoretical soundness of a metric assures that it really
measures the model characteristics (which are supposed to be
measured). It is an obvious prerequisite for its acceptability
and use. Metrics or generally any measure is a
homomorphism from an empirical relational system to a
numerical relational system [69]. Therefore it is imperative
that measures to be theoretically validated within the
framework of measurement theory. There are two main
approaches for theoretical analysis within measurement
literature: (i) frameworks directly based on measurement
theory principles such as the DISTANCE framework
proposed by Poels and Dedene [70] and (ii) frameworks based
on desirable properties (axioms) such as Briand’s propertybased measurement framework [71, 72]. Among available
frameworks, the framework proposed by Briand and Poels et
al. [62, 70] are reported to be more practical and used by
several researchers. In this distance based framework [70],
constructive procedures are provided to model software
attributes and define the corresponding measures [70], i.e. the
desirable properties of the numerical system that need to be
satisfied by the metrics are expressed. We have used Poels’s
framework [70] to validate the metrics. The theoretical
validation of metrics using the Poels’s distance based
framework [70] is discussed in Section 4.

Blaschka et al.[4] represented the evolution of a data
warehouse as a special process and the evolution operators are
linked to the corresponding architecture components and
quality factors they affect. Authors showed the application of
their model on schema evolution in data warehouses and its
consequences on data warehouse views. Yang et. al. [11] later,
presented a framework, for analyzing the issues in selection of
views to materialize, in order to achieve good query
performance and thereby low view maintenance. Sahpask et
al.[19] presented a new approach for dynamically evolving the
design of the implementation schema spanning across its
multiple versions. They also defined a system for optimization
of multiversion DW schema design and its particular
instances. It also included other factors relevant for
optimization process of the system such as view selection,
vertical view fragmentation and index selection.
Breant et al.[20] discussed three principal design aspects
relative to the conception of the database of the data
warehouse i.e. the granularity of the database, which refers to
the level of detail or summarization of data, the database
model and architecture, describing how data will be presented
to end users and how new data is integrated, the life cycle of
the database, in order to ensure long term scalability of the
environment.

Empirical validation is useful to show that the metrics can be
used in practice to predict/assess a quality attribute. This kind
of validation is crucial for the success of any DW
measurement project, as it helps us confirm and understand
the implications of the metrics [73,74]. In this work,
controlled experiment is conducted to carry out empirical
validation of proposed metrics to show their impact on cost
efficiency.

Jarke et al.[22] aimed at improving the quality of DW design
and operation through systematic enrichment of the semantic
foundations of data warehousing. They employed Logic-based
knowledge representation and reasoning techniques to control
accuracy, consistency, and completeness via advanced
conceptual modeling techniques for source integration, data
reconciliation, and multi-dimensional aggregation. David et
al.[23] devised an optimization model to determine the
optimal materialization strategy. So, the decision problem
deals with devising the materialization strategy that consists

Hence, the objective of this paper is to:
(i)

(ii)

Theoretically validate the metrics proposed in our
previous work [25] using framework suggested by Poels
[70].
Empirically validate the metrics on the basis of controlled
experiment to show their impact on cost efficiency.

Once, these metrics have been proved as valid metrics, the
data warehouse designers will be able to use them, for
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of a set of interdependent decisions about each derived data
element.

item sold, date of the sale and the sale price.
Consider the following views SISales1, CitySales1,
CategorySales1, SSInfo and SSFullInfo defined over the base
relations. The view SISales1 computes each storeid and itemid
computes the total price of items1 sold after 1/1/97. The view
SISales1 is an intermediate table that is used to define the
views CitySales1 and CategorySales1. Then, the view
CitySales1 stores, for each city, the total number and dollar
value of sales1 for all the stores1 in the city. The view
CategorySales1 stores1 the total sale for each category of
items1. All the above described views consider only those
sales1 that occur after 1/1/95. The view SSInfo stores1 the full
outerjoin of the base relation sales1 and stores1, retaining
stores1 that have had no sales due to some reasons and also
retaining those sales whose corresponding storeid is missing
from the table stores1, because, maybe, the table stores1 has
not been updated yet. We define another view SSFullInfo as
the outerjoin view of SSInfo and InfoStores1. The views
CitySales1, CategorySales1 and SSFullInfo are the only vies
that are stored (materialized) at the data warehouse and this is
represented by the “MATERIALIZED” views. Thereby, these
materialized views are maintained in response to changes at
the base relations.

Papastefanatos et al.[21] proposed metrics to assess the
quality of the warehouse design from the viewpoint of
evolution. They employed a graph-based model approach to
uniformly abstract the relations and software modules like
queries, views, reports, and ETL activities. They annotated
the warehouse graph with policies for the management of
evolution events. The proposed metrics are based on graphtheoretic properties of the warehouse graph to assess the
sensitivity of the graph to a set of possible events.
As far as quality is concerned few works have been presented
in the area of objective indicators or metrics for VM models
of data warehouses; instead most of the current proposals for
DWs still delegate the quality of conceptual models in the
experience of the designer.
3. PROPOSED METRICS
Metrics should be defined on the basis of clear measurement
goals. So, we have defined a set of metrics for the VM models
of DW. The proposed metrics have been defined for
measuring the cost efficiency of data warehouse VM models
[25].

CREATE VIEW SISales1 AS

1.

Number of Base relations(NBR): These metric counts
the number of base Relations in the view maintenance
models for data warehouse.

SELECT storeid, itemid, sum (price) AS SumSISales1,
count(*) AS NumSISales1

2.

Number of Views materialized(NVM): These metric
counts the Number of Views Materialized in the view
maintenance models for data warehouse.

WHERE date > 1/1/95

3.

4.

FROM sales1
GROUP BY storeid, itemid;

Number of Attributes in materialized views(NAMV):
This metric records the total number of attributes
considered for data warehouse VMM.

CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW CitySales1 AS

Number of Foreign Keys in materialized views(NFMV):
This metric counts the number of Foreign keys in data
warehouse VMM.

FROM SISales1, stores1

SELECT city, sum(SumSISales1)
sum(NumSISales1) AS NumCISales1

AS

SumCiSales1,

WHERE SISales1.storeid=stores1.storeid

In order to illustrate the proposed metrics, consider the classic
example of a warehouse which contains information about the
following: stores1, items1 and day-to-day sales1. Assuming
that the warehouse stores the information in three base
relations namely; stores1, items1, and sales1 defined by their
schemas as:

GROUP BY city;
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW CategorySales1 AS
SELECT category, sum(SumSISales1) AS SumCaSales1,
sum(NumSISales1) AS NumCaSales1

Stores1 (storeid, city, state)

FROM SISales1, items1

InfoStores1 (state, area, population)

WHERE SISales1.itemid=items1.itemid

Items1 (itemid, category, cost)

GROUP BY category;

Sales1 (storeid, itemid, date, price)
For each store location, the relation stores1 contains
information for storeid, the city, and the state in which the
store is located. The relation InfoStores1 contains some more
information about each state. Then, for each item, the relation
items1 contains its itemid, its category, and its purchase price
(i.e. cost). Assume that an item has a unique cost, but it can
belong to multiple categories. The relation sales1 contains
detailed information about the sales1 transactions. Then, for
each item sold, the relation sales1 contains a tuple storing the
information about storeid of the selling store, itemid of the

CREATE VIEW SSInfo AS
SELECT *
FROM sales1 FULL OUTERJOIN stores1
WHERE sales1.storeid=stores1.storeid;
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW SSFullInfo AS
SELECT *
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FROM SSInfo FULL OUTERJOIN InfoStores1

of entities P is the Universe of data warehouse models (UDM)
that is relevant for some Universe of Discourse (UoD) and p is
a Data warehouse Model (DWM) (i.e.,p ɛ UDWM). The
attribute of interest attr is the number of Base Relation, i.e., a
particular aspect of DWM structural complexity. Let UD be
the Universe of Base Relation relevant to the UoD. The set of
Base Relation within a DWM, called SD(DWM) is then a
subset of UD. All the sets of Base Relation within the DWMs
of UDWM are elements of the power set of UD, denoted by
£(UDC). As a consequence we can equate the set of
measurement abstractions M to £(UDC) and define the
abstraction function as:

WHERE SSInfo.state=InfoStores1.state;
We assume that the base relation sales1 has one billion sales1
transactions, and the base relation stores1, InfoStores1 and
items1 have 1000, 100 and 10,000 tuples respectively. We
applied the various maintenance approaches for the case when
10,000 tuples are inserted into the base relation sales1 and
computed the number of tuple accesses (reads and writes)
incurred by different maintenance techniques to update the
materialized views. Based on the above assumptions, the
values of the proposed metrics are evaluated in Table 1:
Table 1: Calculated values of proposed metrics
S.No.

PROPOSED
METRICS

VALUE OF THE
METRIC

1.

NBR

4

2.

NVM

3

3.

NAMV

21

4.

NFMV

3

abs

ND : UDWM

£(UD) : DWM

SD (DWM)

This function simply maps a DWM onto its set of Base
Relation. In our example we have the set of Base Relation of
DWM A and of DWM B:
abs

ND (DWM A) = SD (DWM A) = {Time; Store; Product}

abs

NDC (DWM B) = SD (DWM B) = {Time; Product}

• Step 2. Model distances between measurement abstractions.
The next step is to model distances between the elements of
M. We need to find a set of elementary transformation types
for the set of measurement abstractions £(UD) such that any
set of Base Relation can be transformed into any other set of
Base Relation by means of a finite sequence of elementary
transformations. Finding such a set is quite easy in case of a
power set. Since the elements of £(UD) are sets of Base
Relation , Te must only contain two types of elementary
transformations: one for adding a Base Relation class to a set
and one for removing a Base Relation class from a set. Given
two sets of Base Relation s1 ɛ £(UD) and s2 ɛ £(UD), s1
can always be transformed into s2 by removing first all the
Base Relation from s1 that are not in s2, and then adding all
the Base Relation to s1 that are in s2, but were not in the
original s1. In the ‘worst case scenario’, s1 must be
transformed into s2 via an empty set of attributes. Formally,
Te = {t 0-ND, t 1-ND}, where t 0-ND and t 1-ND are defined as:

4. THEORTICAL VALIDATION USING POELS’S
DISTANCE FRAMEWORK
We have theoretically validated the metrics proposed using
the Poels’s et al. distance based framework [70]. We have
chosen the DISTANCE framework because it guarantees that
the metrics defined and validated using that framework are in
a ratio scale.
The DISTANCE framework provides constructive procedures
to model software attributes and define the corresponding
measures [70]. The different procedure steps are inserted into
a process model for software measurement that (i) details for
each task the required inputs, underlying assumptions and
expected results, (ii) prescribes the order of execution,
providing for iterative feedback cycles, and (iii) embeds the
measurement procedures into a typical goal-oriented
measurement approach such as, for instance, GQM. The
framework DISTANCE is built upon the concepts of distance
and dissimilarity (i.e., a non-physical or conceptual distance).
This distance-based measure construction process consists of
five steps:
Step 1.

Find a measurement abstraction
between

£(UD) : s

s U {a}, with a ɛ UD

T 1_ND : £(UD)

£(UD) : s

s – {a}, with a ɛ UD

In our example, the distance between absNDC(DWM A) and
abs
NDC(DWM B) can be modelled by a sequence of
elementary transformations that does not remove any Base
Relation class from SD(DWM A) and that adds Store to
SD(DWM A). This sequence of 1 elementary transformations
is sufficient to transform SD(DWM A) into SD(DWM B). Of
course, other sequences exist and can be used to model the
distance in sets of Base Relation between DWM A and DWM
B. But it is obvious that no sequence can contain fewer than 1
elementary transformation if it is going to be used as a model
of this distance. All the ’shortest’ sequences of an elementary
transformations qualifies as models of distance.

Step 2. Model distances between measurement abstractions
Step 3. Quantify
distances
abstractions

T 0_ND : £(UD)

measurement

Step 4. Find a reference abstraction
Step 5. Define the software measure
1. NBR theoretical validation

• Step 3. Quantify distances between the measurement
abstractions. In this step the distances in £(UD) that can be
modelled
by
applying sequences of
elementary
transformations of the types contained in Te, are quantified. A
function ᵟ ND that quantifies these distances is the metric (in
the mathematical sense) that is defined by the symmetric
difference model, i.e., a particular instance of the contrast

The Number of Base Relation in MV (ND) measure is defined
at the diagram level as the total number of Base Relation
within a data warehouse MV model. In the following, we will
follow each of the steps for measure construction proposed in
the DISTANCE framework.
• Step 1. Find a measurement abstraction. In this case the set
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model of Tversky [58]. It has been proven in [49] that ‘‘the
symmetric difference model can always be used to define a
metric when the set of measurement abstractions is a power
set’’.

transformations between SD (DWM) and Ø. Hence, the ND
measure can be defined as a function that returns for any
DWM ɛ UDWM the value of the metric ᵟ ND for the pair of
sets SD (DWM) and Ø:

ᵟ NA : £(UD) x £(UD)

˅ DWM ɛ UDWM : ND (DWM) = ᵟ ND (SD (DWM), Ø)

® : (s;s’)

|s- s’| + |s’-s|

= |SD (DWM) – Ø| + | Ø – SD (DWM)|

This definition is equivalent to stating that the distance
between two sets of Base Relation, as modelled by a shortest
sequence of elementary transformations between these sets, is
measured by the count of elementary transformations in the
sequence. For any element in s but not in s’ and for any
element in s’ but not in s, an elementary transformation is
needed. The symmetric difference model results in a value of
1 for the distance between the set of Base Relation of DWM
A and DWM B. Formally,

= |SD (DWM)|
As a consequence, a measure that returns the count of Base
Relation in a data warehouse model qualifies as a number of
Base Relation measure. This proves the validity of the NDW
Metric from a theoretical perspective. It must be noted here
that, although this result seems trivial, other measurement
theoretical approaches to software measure definition cannot
be used to guarantee the ratio scale type of the ND measure.
The number of Base Relation in a DWM can, for instance, not
be described by means of a modified extensive structure, as
advocated in the approach of Zuse [66], which maybe the best
way to arrive at the ratio scales in the software measurement.

ᵟ ND (absND (DWM A), absND (DWM B))
= |{Time, Store, Product} – {Time; Product}|
+ |{Time, Product} – {Time, Store, Product}|
= |{Store}| + |{ }| = 1

Other metrics validation and conclusion

• Step 4. Find a reference abstraction. In our example, the
obvious reference point for measurement is the empty set of
Base Relation. It is desirable that an DWM without Base
Relation will have the lowest possible value for the ND
measure. So that we define the following function:
ref

ND : UDWM

£(UD) : DWM

Due to space constraints, describing the construction process
and theoretical validation for all the other proposed metrics
would lead us to an extremely long paper, and therefore, we
do not provide it in detail. However, the process is analogous
and is summarized in Table2. As all the metrics have been
defined following the distance-based process for metric
construction, all the metrics are defined as distances. This fact
guarantees that all the metrics are characterised by the ratio
scale. That means that they are theoretically valid metrics
because they are in the ordinal or in a superior scale, as
remarked by Zuse [7], and are therefore perfectly usable.

Ø

• Step 5. Define the software measure. In our example, the
number of Base Relation of a Data warehouse Model DWM
ɛ UDWM can be defined as the distance between its set of
attributes SD (DWM) and the empty set of Base Relation Ø,
as modelled by any shortest sequence of elementary

Table 2: Metrics Theoretical Validation
MetricAbstraction function
NBR

absND: UDWM £(UC): DCM
SD(DM)
where
UDWM is the Universe of Data Warehouse Models
UC is the Universe of Classes relevant to an UoD
SD(DM) ≤ UC is the set of base relation within a model

NMV

absNMV: UDWM £(UC): DCM
SD(DM)
where
UDWM is the Universe of Data Warehouse Models
UC is the Universe of Classes relevant to an UoD
SD(DM) ≤ UC is the set of materialized views within a model

NAMV

absNAMV: UDCM £(UA): DM
SAD(DM)
where
UDWM is the Universe of Data Warehouse Models
UA is the Universe of Attributes relevant to an UoD
SAD(DM) ≤ UA is the set of attributes of the dimension classes within a model

NFMV

absNM: UDWM £(UC): DCM
SD(DM)
where
UDWM is the Universe of Data Warehouse Models
UC is the Universe of Keys relevant to an UoD
SD(DM) ≤ UC is the set of key relations within a model
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in Section 3 are not correlated to the cost efficiency of View
Maintenance Models of Data Warehouse.

5. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION
After proving theoretical validity of metrics defined in Section
4, in this section, we intend to corroborate that these metrics
are really related to cost efficiency of View Maintenance
Models of Data Warehouse. This is done on the basis of
empirical validation. Empirical validations may be carried out
on the basis of controlled experiments, case studies and
surveys. We have conducted controlled experiment which has
been discussed in detail in this section.

Alternate hypothesis H1: There is statistically significant
correlation between the metrics and the cost efficiency of the
data warehouse VM models.
5.1.2 Variables: Dependent variable: The dependent variable
in this study is cost efficiency. Cost efficiency is one of the
sub characteristic of maintainability of an artefact. Cost
efficiency of the schema enables end users to more
significantly contribute to the changes in data warehouse
when faced with the changing needs of the organisation [37].
Cost efficiency may be measured on the basis of sum of all
query processing and view maintenance costs. For each query,
the cost of query processing is calculated by multiplying
query frequency by the cost of query access from the
materialized node(s). The maintenance cost for materialized
view is the cost used for constructing this view (re-computing
is used whenever an update of an involved base relation
occurs). The goal is always to find a set of nodes to be
materialized, so that the total maintainance cost is minimal.

5.1 Controlled experiment
The goal of the experiments is to demonstrate the suitability
of the selected metrics for View Maintenance Models of Data
Warehouse as cost efficiency indicators. Using the GQM
template [3], the experiment goal may be defined as follows:
† ‘Analyse’ View Maintenance metrics.
† With the ‘purpose’ of Evaluating.
† ‘With respect to’ their capability of being used as cost
efficiency indicators.
† From the ‘point of view’ of the researchers.

Independent variables: The independent variables are the
View Maintenance metrics defined in Section 3.

† In the ‘context’ of multidimensional schemas.

5.1.3 Data collection: Twenty One multidimensional schemas
were collected to carry out this controlled experiment. The
domains of these models were general and well known to
avoid the problems with domain understanding.

For the controlled experiment conducted in this work,
experimental planning including hypothesis formulation,
variables considered and data collection etc. has been
discussed as follows.

The metrics values for each schema were collected manually
using MVPP approach[11]. There is no subjectivity in
calculation of metrics values, as the metrics considered in this
work are calculated by simply counting (e.g. NBR is
calculated by counting the base relations present in the
schemas). The collected data was shown in Table 3.

5.1.1 Hypothesis formulation: We intend to analyse the
relationship between the metrics defined in Section 3 and cost
efficiency of View Maintenance Models of Data Warehouse.
Hence, following hypotheses have been formulated:
Null hypothesis H0: The View Maintenance metrics proposed

Table 3: Metrics Values
NBR

NVM

NAMV

NFMV

23
24
31
27
18
24
40
46
22
18
14
13
19
23
26

13
13
9
5
7
7
8
9
9
5
5
7
9
10
13

46
46
47
35
30
37
54
64
38
28
23
25
34
42
49

3
2
6
6
3
5
7
9
5
2
1
1
3
4
3

1989

Cost (Query processing
and Maintenance cost)
70
75
80
63
41
54
91
95
56
35
37
39
45
66
62
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NBR

NVM

NAMV

NFMV

44
23
17
26
27
38

16
13
11
5
11
12

75
25
38
35
49
60

6
2
3
4
3
6

Cost (Query processing
and Maintenance cost)
98
44
43
48
64
88

5.1.4 Analysis methodology: Statistical correlation and linear
regression is used to analyse the relationship between the
metrics and cost efficiency of VM models.

of the models. The regression study helps to explain the
variance in dependent variable because of independent
variables.

1. Correlation: Correlation analysis helps to study the
relationship between independent and dependent variables. In
this work, a non-parametric and parametric correlation
analysis is carried out to avoid assumptions about the data
normality. Hence, we used the Kendall Tau’b statistic,
Spearman’s rho and Pearson techniques to analyse statistical
correlation between the metrics and cost efficiency. The
significance level for each correlation is a primary source of
information about the reliability of the correlation. Level of
significance α = 0.05 and α = 0.01(popularly used values) is
used in this work.

The results of correlation analysis using Pearson, Kendall’s
Tau’b and Spearman’s rho are presented in Tables 4-5,
respectively. The correlation coefficients indicate significant
positive correlation between the proposed metrics and cost
efficiency of VMM. This means that there is a strong
relationship between the independent and the dependent
variables, i.e. that changes in one variable are strongly
correlated with the changes in the second variable. For
example, in one case the Pearson’s value is 0.921. This
number is very close to 1. For this reason, we can conclude
that there is a strong relationship between variables. However,
this resulted in rejecting the null hypothesis H0 and accepting
the alternate hypothesis H1.

2. Linear regression: Linear regression is applied to observe
how significantly the metrics are affecting the cost efficiency

Table 4-5: Correlations

NBR

Pearson Correlation

NBR

NVM

NAMV

NFMV

Cost

1

.372

.894**

.863**

.921**

.097

.000

.000

.000

21

21

21

21

.052

.505*

.004

.822

.019

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
NVM

NAMV

NFMV

Cost

21

1

Pearson Correlation

.372

Sig. (2-tailed)

.097

N

21

21

21

21

21

Pearson Correlation

.894**

.607**

1

.707**

.932**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.004

.000

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Pearson Correlation

.863**

.052

.707**

1

.777**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.822

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Pearson Correlation

.921**

.505*

.932**

.777**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.019

.000

.000

N

21

21

21

21

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

1990

.607

**

.000

21
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NBR
Kendall's
tau_b

NBR

NVM

NAMV

NFMV

Cost

Spearman's NBR
rho

NVM

NAMV

NFMV

Cost

NVM

NAMV

NFMV

Cost

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

.225

.676**

.674**

.741**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.

.176

.000

.000

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.225

1.000

.453**

-.011

.382*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.176

.

.006

.950

.020

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.676**

.453**

1.000

.552**

.786**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.006

.

.001

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.674**

-.011

.552**

1.000

.607**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.950

.001

.

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.741**

.382*

.786**

.607**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.020

.000

.000

.

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

.298

.823**

.802**

.880**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.

.190

.000

.000

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.298

1.000

.574**

.026

.514*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.190

.

.007

.911

.017

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.823**

.574**

1.000

.691**

.911**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.007

.

.001

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.802**

.026

.691**

1.000

.748**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.911

.001

.

.000

N

21

21

21

21

21

Correlation Coefficient

.880**

.514*

.911**

.748**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.017

.000

.000

.

N

21

21

21

21

21

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

1991
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5.2.1 Hence, hypothesis H1 is valid: The results of
correlation analysis suggest that it is necessary to investigate
the quantitative impact of VM metrics on the dependent

variable. This goal is achieved through the statistical
estimation using linear regression. The regression
coefficients for the metrics are shown in Table 6-9.

Table 6-9 Regression Analysis
Variables Entered/Removed
Model
1

Variables
Entered

Variables
Removed

Method

NFMV, NVM,
NAMV, NBRa

.

Enter

a. All requested variables entered.

Model Summary
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of the
Estimate

1

.954a

.910

.887

6.743

a. Predictors: (Constant), NFMV, NVM, NAMV, NBR
ANOVAb
Model
1

Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

7343.550

4

1835.887

40.382

.000a

Residual

727.402

16

45.463

Total

8070.952

20

a. Predictors: (Constant), NFMV, NVM, NAMV, NBR
b. Dependent Variable: Cost
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
1

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

2.662

5.428

NBR

.756

.531

NVM

.517

NAMV
NFMV

Standardized
Coefficients
T

Sig.

.490

.631

.348

1.422

.174

.798

.082

.648

.526

.698

.333

.472

2.095

.052

1.327

1.754

.139

.757

.460

a. Dependent Variable: Cost

1992

Beta
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ANOVA indicates that the regression model predicts the
outcome variable significantly well. This indicates the applied
mathematical significance of the regression model that was
applied. Here, p < 0.0005, that is a smaller than 0.05, and
indicates that overall, the model applied will statistically
predict the end result variable considerably.

External validity. The external validity is the degree to which
the results of the research can be generalised to the population
under study and to other research settings. The greater the
external validity, the more the results of an empirical study
can be generalised to actual software engineering practice.
Two threats to validity have been identified which limit the
ability to apply such generalisation:

Coefficients provides information on each predictor variable.
We can see that both the variables contribute significantly to
the model (by looking at the Sig. column). Table 9 shows that
the metrics NBR, NVM, NAMV, and NFMV have maximum
beta values at the level of significance, that is, the level of
confidence is more than 80% for these metrics. This suggests
that these metrics have significant impact on the cost
efficiency of View Maintenance Models of Data Warehouse.

• Materials and tasks used. We tried to use schemas and
operations representative of real world cases in the
experiments, although more experiments with larger and more
complex schemas could have been used.
• Approach Applied.
Conclusion validity. The conclusion validity defines the extent
to which conclusions are valid. The only issue that could
affect the validity of this study is the size of the sample data
(21 schemas), which perhaps is not enough for both
parametric and non-parametric tests [7]. We will try to obtain
bigger sample data through more experimentation.

2

Model Summary provides the R and R value. The value of R
is 0.954, which represents the a simple correlation. It also
indicates a very high degree of correlation. The accuracy of
the proposed linear regression model is evaluated on the basis
of R2, which is the correlation between predicted value and
actual value. The model summary provided in Table 7 shows
the value of adjusted R2 as 0.91, which is significantly high.
Hence, we can interpret that the independent variables are
able to explain 91% variance in dependent variable. This
shows
that these
measures
are
significant
in
assessing/predicting cost efficiency of View Maintenance
Models of Data Warehouse.

Construct validity. The construct validity is the degree to
which the independent and the dependent variables are
accurately measured by the measurement instruments used in
the study. The dependent variable we use understands cost, so
we consider this variable constructively valid. The construct
validity of the measures used for the independent variables is
guaranteed by the Distance and Property framework used for
their theoretical validation.
Although, we know that several aspects threaten the validity
of the results, we have tried to alleviate them by different
means. In this section we have discuss the problems that could
affect the results of the experiment and how we tried to solve
them. We know that even though we put a lot of effort in
alleviate the threats, some of them can affect the results and
could lessen the strength of the results. As we have made a
family of experiments and we have obtained the same results
in all the experiments, we think that those threats have had a
small impact on the results. We plan to make more
experiments and case studies varying some empirical settings
to get more conclusive results.

6. THREATS TO VALIDITY OF RESULT
Different threats exist to the validity of results of an
experiment. In this section, we have discussed the problems
that could affect the construct, internal, external and
conclusion validity of the results of the experiment and how
we have tried to solve them or minimise them by different
means.
Internal validity. The internal validity is the degree to which
conclusions can be drawn about the causal effect of
independent variables on the dependent variables. The
following issues should be considered:
• Differences among schemas. The domains of the schemas
were different and this could influence the results obtained in
some way.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this work, we validated the metrics, to evaluate the cost
efficiency of VM models for data warehouse. These metrics
are theoretically validated using Poels’s distance based
framework and it is concluded that the metrics defined and
validated using that framework are theoretically sound and are
in a ratio scale. We have also conducted controlled
experiment in order to provide the empirical validation of the
proposed metrics. The empirical validation using controlled
experiments suggests that the metrics have significant positive
correlation with the cost efficiency.

• Precision in the metric values.
• Learning effects.
• Fatigue effects. The average time for completing the wok
was smaller than an hour. With this range of times we believe
that fatigue effects hardly exist at all. Furthermore, the
different order of the tests helped to avoid these fatigue
effects.
• Persistence effects. In our case, persistence effects are not
present because such manner of work never accomplished.

The regression analysis shows that all the four metrics NBR,
NVM, NAMV and NFMV have significant impact on the cost
efficiency of view maintenance models. The accuracy of
regression model is evaluated on the basis of R2, which is
equal to 0.910 which indicates that the regression model

• Work motivation.
• Plagiarism

1993
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proposed in this work is quite accurate.

International Conference on Distributed Computing
Systems (ICDCS '97), IEEE 1997

Hence, this study shows that all the four metrics i.e. NBR,
NVM, NAMV and NFMV are significantly contributing
towards the cost efficiency of the VM models of data
warehouse. Although, this set of metrics may not be
comprehensive but other consecutive research could further
complete this set by defining new metrics from different
perspectives. Replicated studies with more data need to be
carried out to generalise the results. These metrics need to be
empirically validated with the help of case studies or
industrial data and by involving professionals to draw strong
conclusion which can be applied in practice.
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